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ABSTRACT
Two temperatures govern heat transfer to a surface of a solid body. One is the gas temperature
which can be measured with thermocouples (TC) and the other the black body radiation
temperature. The latter can also be expressed as the incident radiant heat flux. It is difficult to
measure as radiometers cannot be used under hot fire conditions. Indirectly the radiation
temperature can be obtained by measuring the Adiabatic Surface Temperature (AST) with plate
thermometers (PT) for example as defined in the fire resistance furnace standards EN 1363-1
and ISO-834-1 combined with measurements of gas temperature with thin TC.
In the test reported here a smaller gauge is used to measure adiabatic surface temperature at
surfaces. It has been named copper disc Plate Thermometer (cdPT). Then a thin copper disc
with an attached TC is mounted flush at the surface to obtain the AST in e.g. cone calorimeters
according to ISO 5660. A main advantage of the cdPT is that it can record the AST before as
well after a material has ignited. It can thereby be used to indicate ignition as well as continue
recording the thermal exposure thereafter when ignition occurs the cdPT reacts immediately by
displaying a quick temperature rise.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Two temperatures govern heat transfer to a surface of a solid body. One is the gas temperature
which can be measured with very small in diameter thermocouple (TC) and the other is the
black body radiation temperature. When there is no fire the gas temperature may usually be
referred to as the room temperature. To measure gas temperature the thermometer must be
small. Because it is small size the heat transfer is dominated by convection which is governed
by the gas temperature. The influence of radiation is then relatively small and can sometimes be
neglected. Thermal radiation is transfer of heat by electromagnetic waves. Unlike convection
and conduction it requires no matter or medium to be present. The radiation temperature may
be referred to as the black body radiation temperature [1]. Incident radiation to a surface can be
measured with heat flux meters, but these are expensive and can in practice only be used in
room temperature.
When knowing the radiation and gas temperatures, the heat transfer to a surface can be
calculated. These two temperatures are in principal different. They can, however, be replaced
by the artificial effective temperature that is called adiabatic surface temperature, AST. The AST
is always somewhere between the gas- and the radiation temperature. It is the highest
temperature a heated surface can obtain under given circumstances i.e. incident radiation, gas
temperature, surface emissivity and convection heat transfer coefficient.
To measure AST it is necessary to use thermometer with a bigger area than a normal TC. It is
of interest to measure thermal exposure due to incident radiation or black body radiation
temperature as well as gas temperature. This thermal exposure is characteristic for a real body
or specimen. It is therefore appropriate to use a PT. The PT is specified in the international and
European standards ISO 834-1 and EN 1363-1. It is made of a shielded TC welded to a centre
of a 0.7 mm thick metal plate which is insulated on its back side. The exposed front face is 100
mm by 100 mm and the backside insulation pad is 10 mm thick or thicker, see figure 1.

Figure 1: Plate thermometers (non-standard) mounted in two directions [2].
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A new kind of plate thermometer is developed to estimate AST, where a small copper disc with
a diameter of 12 mm is replacing the standard PT Inconel (stainless steel) plate. This device
has been named copper disc plate thermometer (cdPT), see figure 2. The new smaller PT is
easy to produce, can be mounted flush in the sample and will continue to work even when the
sample ignites. In the experimental work, from which this article has been drawn, the use of the
cdPT was evaluated. The experiments were done in the cone calorimeter with both a PT and
cdPT, thus the difference in temperature between these two can be obtained. One of the main
objectives is to observe how the cdPT react when ignition occurs.

Figure 2: A copper disc plate thermometer (cdPT) [3].
2. MATERIAL AND METHOD
The experimental work was conducted in a cone calorimeter a standard (ISO 5660) test
apparatus used in fire-safety engineering to measure time to ignition and heat release rate of
small specimens, 100 mm by 100 mm. A cone shaped radiation panel is then heated by
electricity to a certain temperature. To estimate the AST and gas temperatures, a first test was
performed with a standard ISO 834 PT together with a small thermocouple TC to measure the
gas temperature. The PT was placed under the cone according to figure 3.

Figure 3: Experimental setup.
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A test was then performed with a particle board in a cone calorimeter. The cone was set to a
2
constant heat flux of 24.8 kW/m for both tests. The radiant heat flux from the cone increases
the temperature of the sample and pyrolysis gases are released that can ignite. The combustion
fumes released pass through the cone and are extracted through the smoke hood, see figure 4.

Figure 4: The cone calorimeter with a burning particle board.
The temperature measurements were done with a cdPT together with small TC. The cdPT was
made by soldering a 0.25 mm thermocouple (TC) in the back of a 0.2 mm thick copper disc with
a 12 mm diameter. A hole was drilled through in the middle of the sample and the gauge was
mounted flush with ceramic isolation underneath the copper disc, see figure 5. The insulation
has to be dense and embrace the volume under the copper disc. The main reason is because
no heat flux is supposed to pass through the material [2].
TC

Copper disc PT

Ceramic insulation
CdPT leeds

Figure 5: Left: CdPT and TC placed in the sample. Right: the particle board, with the copper
disc plate thermometer.
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3. THEORY OF AST
The radiation and gas temperatures are in general not equal. In fire scenarios the radiation
temperature is either higher or lower than the adjacent gas temperature. The heat transfer is the
sum of the radiation and convection heat transfer according to
˝
˝
˝
qtot
 qrad
 qcon

Where

˝
qrad

is net heat transfer by radiation and

˝
qcon

(1)

is net heat transfer by convection.

The net heat transfer by radiation can alternatively be written as equation (2) and the incident
˝
radiation, qinc , is determined by equation (3). The convection heat flux can be written according
to equation (4). The convective heat transfer coefficient (ℎ𝑐 ) regulates the influence of the
convective heat transfer.
˝
˝
˝
˝
qrad
 qabs
 qemi
   (qinc
   Ts4 )

(2)

˝
qinc
   Tr4

(3)

˝

qco
hc  (Tg  Ts )
con
n

(4)

The total heat flux is then determined according to equation (5), where ε is the emissivity for the
surface and σ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
˝
qtot
     Tr 4  Ts 4   hc  Tg  Ts 

Where

Tr

is radiation temperature,

Tg

- gas temperature and

Ts

(5)

- the surface temperature.

An adiabatic surface is a surface which cannot absorb or lose heat, i.e. It is a perfect insulator
[4]. The ast may be used as an efficient weighted temperature for calculating heat transfer by
radiation and convection to fire-exposed surfaces when the radiation and gas temperatures are
different [4,5]. In fires the gas temperature and the radiation temperatures are generally
considerably different. By the definition of an adiabatic surface, the ast can be obtained from the
heat balance at the surface, i.e.:
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0      Tr 4  TAST 4   hc  Tg  TAST 

(6)

where 𝑇𝐴𝑆𝑇 is the adiabatic surface temperature (AST).
The AST is a weighted average value of the radiation and the gas temperature depending on
the surface emissivity and the convection heat transfer. This means that the value of AST will
always be between the gas and radiation temperature. A higher h c/ε-ratio will yield a result
closer to the gas temperature and vice versa. The relationship is described in figure 6.

Tg

TAST

Tr

Temperature
Figure 6: The adiabatic surface temperature TAST is always between the gas- and radiation
temperature [1].

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 7: Measured temperature by the cdPT and the AST
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Figure 7 shows the plot of the temperature measurements done by the cdPT. The interval
between 4-16 s shows a rapid rise in temperature. After this a form of stabilization in
temperature is recognized. Notice that after 50 s a rapid temperature rise occurs when the
particle board ignites. After ignition the cdPT is still taking measurements. The figure also shows
the ultimate temperature of the standard PT, 495 ᵒC. The measured temperature by PT
approximately yields an effective temperature which can be used for predicting the heat transfer
to surfaces exposed to radiation and convection, i.e. the Adiabatic Surface Temperature AST
[6]. This temperature is evidently surpassed by cdPT after ignition due the feed-back radiation
from the flames after the ignition of the specimen.
It yields interesting results since the measurements are done in a relevant position according to
the sample, on the surface before and after ignition. It is small and its influence on thermal
conditions at the surface will therefore be small. One of the most important uses for the cdPT is
that it can also measure the temperature after ignition has occurred. That means that the cdPT
can be used with both combustible as well as incombustible materials during a variety of fire
scenarios.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The cdPT is inexpensive and easy to use when measuring temperatures. It is also easy to
produce. Copper disc to measure unexposed surface temperature of in standard fire resistance
tests (ISO 834 or EN 1363) have been used in these tests.
The copper disc plate thermometer is a new and innovative device to estimating adiabatic
surface temperature at fire exposed surface. The cdPT is small and thin has therefore a fast
response. It can for example be used in the cone calorimeter mounted on a specimen surface
where it can record the thermal exposure even after the sample has ignited.
Conclusions of the cdPT:
1.
2.
3.

The recorded temperature indicates occurrence and time of ignition.
Thermal exposure AST can be measured at the surface both before and after ignition.
The measured AST can be used to calculate the temperature distribution in the sample
(for example by using TASEF, a finite element method).
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